




 The Cranky Old Man 

Profile: This first example is the most archetypical Difficult Sensei.  Every school seems to have one, whether or not they are an English teacher.  The 
Cranky Old Man sensei is a being that exists to stand in direct cosmic opposition to the Bitchin’ Old Man sensei who is the coolest person you will ever 
meet.  While COM-sensei isn’t necessarily old or male, there are certain shared characteristics.  COM-sensei is the Professor Binns of the Japanese 
educational system, trudging endlessly through the textbook regardless of student attentiveness or understanding.  They may have expressed to you their 
dislike of students, dislike of teaching as a profession, or intent to just get by until they reach retirement age.

Why they’re difficult to work with: This is the teacher most likely to treat you like a human tape recorder.  They may also occasionally make a nod to 
‘team teaching’ by asking you to explain complex grammatical points in English simple enough for your students to understand with no warning (“Please 
explain the use of a semi-colon in this sentence.”) while they spend the rest of class ignoring your presence. 

How to deal: Don’t try to change COM-sensei; it is a losing battle.  If none of the ALTs or BOE initiatives that came before haven’t encouraged change, 
you don’t stand a chance.  So roll with it.  Try to have fun.  Embrace your inner Vanna White.  Walk around in class to try to help keep students awake 
and on-task and answer any questions that COM-sensei won’t slow down long enough to address.  COM-sensei effectively removes you from a position 
of authority in the classroom, but that opens the door to having more of a friendly relationship with students.But above all, try to remember that it is not 
your responsibility to fix this.  It is not your job to ensure that all your students graduate able to speak English.  It is not your job to get them to pass their 
tests.  It is your job to do what you can with the time and resources made available to you.  If, as in this case, that just means being the supportive 
foreigner in the room, roll with it.  And try not to be too hard on yourself for not fighting the good fight.  In the long run, your kids will be fine.  

We all have that one JTE who makes us pull out our hair and question what the hell our job actually is.  Read on 
to see if your JTE is one of these 5 main types of Difficult sensei.  

*Note: all incidents referenced are based off the experiences of real ALTs. 

The Messiah

Profile: Hopefully, in your time in Japan, you have the opportunity to work with at least one Messiah-sensei.  This Difficult Sensei could not 
possibly be more different from our last example.  This is the perfect, brilliant, genius that you wish every teacher could be.  They are constantly 
trying out new techniques to get students involved and passionate about learning English.  They treat the textbook like a rough guideline if they 
use it at all.  And they often top it off with a heavy dose of charisma (*swoon*).  Watching this teacher teach is a truly transcendent experience.  

Why they’re difficult to work with: Watching is all you’ll be doing in this classroom.  Messiah-sensei is passionate and inspired, but they can 
be so wrapped up in their own ingenious plans that they forget about you completely.  They may leave you behind in the teacher’s room on a 
regular basis and when you’re in class, there isn’t a whole lot to do, not even the tape recorder role that you perform for COM-sensei.  

How to deal: Try to appreciate the experience.  Watch, learn as much as you can about what they’re doing and why, and spread the Good Word.  
Try out their techniques with other classes or share them (subtly) with other JTEs.  As with COM-sensei, use the freedom of a non-authority role 
in the classroom to develop a friendly report with students.  And, if it really starts to bother you, talk to them about it.  This teacher is, most likely, 
willing to listen; they may just need a reminder that you’re there.  Don’t expect them to change the way they teach, but you might be able to score 
a few lessons around the holidays or towards the end of the school year.  

The Perfectionist

Profile: This teacher is similar to Messiah-sensei in that they care deeply about teaching.  They have a plan.  But unlike the first two Difficult Sensei, 
this teacher actually lets you teach, with some measure of reserve.  

Why they’re difficult to work with: The Perfectionist writes detailed, down to the minute lesson plans and expects you to do the same.  They may 
even request to practice a lesson before class.  And they are unlikely to cope well when something, anything, deviates from The Plan.  The projector 
not working may be tantamount to the world ending, regardless of the fact that you have a simple work-around.  

How to deal: Do what you need to do to make this teacher comfortable working with you.  Remember, they’re handing their precious babies over to a 
(likely) untrained, unfamiliar foreigner who (likely) looks barely older than their students.  So write that detailed lesson plan, make a point of 
preparing and discussing it with them ahead of time and, in case the dreaded unexpected happens, have a plan B.  A plan C wouldn’t hurt, either.  
Hopefully, as you prove yourself over time, The Perfectionist will lighten up a bit and feel more secure with letting you take the helm.  

5 Types of JTEs that are Difficult to Work With and How to Deal
         by Clariece Munsey

The Procrastinator

Profile: This teacher is the arch-nemesis of The Perfectionist.  Maybe it’s because they’re busy coaching a sport or running a homeroom class (or 
likely both), but this teacher tends to wait until the absolute last minute before figuring out what they’re actually doing in class that day.
  
Why they’re difficult to work with: There is a very high likelihood that Procrastinator-sensei will ask you to come up with a lesson on the spot.  
Now, this wouldn’t be a huge issue if they always left the planning up to you, but Procrastinator-sensei actually manages to come up with a lesson 
plan most of the time, or at least often enough to lull you into a false sense of security.  You may go weeks or months as T2 for this teacher, then, out 
of nowhere you hear “I have no plan” and find yourself scrambling. 

How to deal: Have a plan.  Always have a plan. Or, at least, the vague sense of one.  Meet with this teacher as early as you can to discuss the lesson 
and always go in with a suggestion just in case.  For every 10 times that you don’t use your plan, you’ll be grateful for theone time that you don’t end 
up playing hangman for 50 minutes.  Cultivate an arsenal of 0-prep, 0-material lesson plans to call on in times of great need and they will stand you in 
good stead.  

The Ghost

Profile: This is a teacher you are most likely to encounter at a visit school where you are consistently expected to T1, though you may find them 
at your base school as well.  They’re there one moment and gone the next.  They walk into the classroom, introduce you and then fade into the 
shadows at the back of the room and go to their happy place.  The Ghost is the teacher who treats ALT day like a vacation.  You have things 
under control, so they’re free to lesson plan or dream about puppies or whatever else at the back.  They may even peace out to take a phone call 
or use the restroom.  Whatever.  They’re busy people, right?

Why they’re difficult to work with: They aren’t… most of the time.  You’re a professional and it isn’t really that hard to run a game of 
Jeopardy without students rising up against you in an armed rebellion.  So working with Ghost-sensei is fine… until it isn’t.  Until your lesson 
fails spectacularly, or that one kid won’t stop screaming out the window, or someone unexpectedly drops trou in the middle of the classroom and 
you could use some damn backup.  But Ghost-sensei’s brain is off frolicking in a field of corgi puppies and is completely oblivious to your 
desperate need for divine intervention.  

How to deal: To make sure that Ghost-sensei is there when you really need them, you have to lay the groundwork before disaster occurs.  Get 
them involved in the lesson: ask them to translate difficult instructions, have them join that group of students with uneven numbers and actually 
play the game, check in with them about what you are doing and when.  Establish the expectation that they be involved in your lessons.  Keep a 
line of communication open and Ghost-sensei is less likely to be completely checked out when you need their help.  And remember: they are 
not allowed to leave you alone in the classroom.  Not sure if that’s a legal/liability thing or a contractual one, but you are absolutely allowed 
to say “No” next time they ask to leave for a meeting or whatever.  



Travel Stories

This would become another one of my staples as they could be bought cheap and delicious from every conbini. In the evening I hiked Elephant Mountain 
along the very south east side of the city to get some pictures of the skyline. I was not disappointed.

The fourth day of my vacation took me north again to Yangmingshan, to summit the fuming mountain, known for sulfur pits and views of the city. I ended up 
climbing the mountain twice in order to see everything I came for. Unfortunately, the clouds denied me a view of the city. However, I made a few new friends and 
spent the evening in a nearby bathhouse only narrowly making the last bus down the mountain. 

On day five I sought out Beitou with my new friends for more hot springs and hiking. At Millennium Hot Springs we tried pool after pool, able to stay in the 
hottest and coldest for mere minutes. We sought out the boiling Thermal Valley lake and tried delicious cuttlefish sausages and spicy fire roasted corn on the cob. 
We made it to the Martyr’s Shrine just in time to take pictures and watch the changing of the guards. After studying our map, we realized there should be a scenic 
view up the mountain nearby and with only a vague idea of our way, started to climb. It became obvious that this place was inhabited by locals. The store pavilions 
were uniquely decorated and stocked like houses. We greeted a number of people returning from work in the valley below. After a short, steep climb we came 
across Yuántōng yán, a Buddhist temple nestled in the mountain. From somewhere nearby I heard singing, which we went to discover the source of. In one of the 
pavilion houses a group of middle aged women were operating a karaoke machine. They invited us to sing with them, which we were delighted to. Our day ended 
with a tour of Longshan temple, where we asked the gods for our new year fortunes among other things, and nearby Huaxi Street Night Market. This particular 
night market had been part of the red-light district as recently as 20 years ago before it had become illegal. As such, this night market is unique in its shopping 
choices. A number of salons and women’s clothing stores clutter the street as well as the infamous Snake Alley. It was believed that consuming different parts of a 
snake, including the venom, liver, heart, meat and semen, would make a man a talented lover. We settled on eating chestnuts and sweet potatoes instead. We said 
our goodbyes, late that night. But I didn’t sleep much. I had a date with a Japan bound plane early the next morning.

This winter, despite some rough circumstances at 
home, despite my desire to see new countries, I decided 
to visit the Philippines again for a 3rd time. Going back 
to my roots.

As a Filipino-American, and as a few of you 
readers may also identify with (Black-American, 
Chinese-Canadian, etc), our identities between one and 
the other are constantly shifting. Furthermore, how are 
these identities even defined and who defines them? I 
definitely felt this struggle when my cousin bluntly 
asked, “Are you more Filipino? Or are you more 
American?”

It was such an odd question to think about and 
answer, but yet, entirely commonplace as well. It’s 
something I find myself navigating in California, but 
even more-so here in Ibaraki.

Being very visibly non-Japanese, the questions of 
“Where are you from?” are extremely common for us. 
But, at the same time, I often get the follow up question 
of “Well, where are your parents from?” “Where were 
you from before America?” “Is your mother 
American?”. The best question was, I told someone that 
I was born in America. And he replied “Well what about 
before that?” All of this is in Japan, mind you. In 
California, my hometowns of Los Angeles and San 
Francisco suburbia was spoiled with diversity and being 
Filipino was nothing special.

Travels through 
Taiwan
by Cristine Spencer

On the first day of the new year I set out 
to explore a new country: Taiwan. Two 
reasons that I chose Taipei were because it 
would be safe for a solo traveler and my plane 
tickets were pretty cheap. After a hop, skip 
and four-hour flight I touched down in the 
balmy northern capital of Taipei. Much to my 
enjoyment it was warm enough to walk 
around without a jacket despite the time of 
year. The Meander Taipei Hostel in the 
Wanhua District would be my home away 
from home for the next week. It’s a place I’d 
definitely stay again. 

I dedicated my first day to getting 
to know the city, which I did by getting lost 
repeatedly. Taipei is remnant of Kyoto with 
temples nestled between tall buildings, 
conbini and cheap, convenient public 
transportation. However, the population is 
much more laid-back. After spending six 
months in Japan I was ecstatic to see locals 
with exposed tattoos going about their lives. 
Also to my benefit, the people were incredibly 
kind and spoke at least some English. I 
definitely spoke Japanese by accident more 
than once, to the confusion of those nearby. 

The second day I set out on an 
excursion to the north-most shore. I visited 
Yehliu park, where the ocean had weathered 
rock formations into the coast. Zhongzheng 
Park, known for a 25-meter Goddess statue 
and great views of the harbor. Then I travelled 
east to Chiufen where along old street you 
can buy local snacks and souvenirs. This is 
one of the places that’s said to have inspired 
Hayao Myazaki’s Spirited Away due to the 
local tea house décor. The entrances of shops 
crowd a narrow, busy path. Smells and 
sounds from all directions merge as you 
wander past. Among my best purchases were 
a sort of ice cream and toffee burrito, which I 
would continue to seek out in night markets 
for the rest of the week.

On the third day I travelled 
south east to the Pinglin Tea Plantation and 
Thousand Island Lake. The scenery was a 
dreamy array of blues and greens. The air 
was fresh and quiet. It was a world away 
from the bustling streets of the city. I would 
have gladly spent days swimming and 
exploring the hillsides. This was the first 
time I tried a tea egg, which is just what the 
name suggests: an egg soft boiled in tea. 

Back to my Roots
by Armand Cuevas

Furthermore, I have to openly admit, moving to Japan has been the most white people I have ever 
befriended or encountered. To some of you all, it may sound silly, but it’s something very real. When many other 
ALTs, mostly white, recount certain experiences, either here in Japan or in their home countries, they run contrary 
to what was the norm in my experiences here in Ibaraki or in California.

So despite moving to Japan as a representative of my home country of America, I am reminded that I am 
not “fully” American. But even within my trip to the Philippines, I had the opposite reminder. I’m not Filipino 
either.

“Don’t speak in English, they’ll hear your accent and try to rob you. Don’t speak in Tagalog either because 
you don’t speak well enough” “The way you dress, you don’t look Filipino at all” “You’re so tall, it’s hard to 
believe you are Filipino”

And that’s just the surface level things. The way I speak about certain things, the way I think and argue, 
my outlook on family values and individual values. My mother (living in America) once lamented to my aunt 
(living in the Philippines) about the things I and my siblings sometimes say or the way we think and how contrary 
it is to “Filipino values”. My aunt replied, “Well that’s the American way of thinking. You can’t blame them 
because that’s where you raised them.”

I think one of the most telling things was when I was talking to that same aunt, a very intelligent, career-
driven women working as a top-ranked doctor. I found out during that trip that she actually had a chance to stay in 
US and was going to be granted citizenship, but she declined and returned to the Philippines, to which I asked 
why.

“To be honest,” she said frankly, “I didn’t want to be a second-class citizen. I saw the way that other 
Americans treated us Filipinos, or other Black people or whatever. I didn’t want to second-class citizen in my own 
country.”

Within the span of 3 months, I visited the United States and Philippines, while living in Japan, spanning a 
life 3 different countries, without really a definitive place to call home. A second-class citizen in the country I was 
raised in for 24 years, a person of questionable identity in the place I live and work, and “too American” in the 
country where my appearance and ancestry have the strongest ties.

Now, I’m not throwing any pity party. Personally, I find my identity and experiences a strength and I 
wouldn’t have it any other way, but I think some lucky circumstances in my life have allowed me to think and feel 
this way. I wrote this article as a way to kind of digest and form my thoughts about identity, and as many of you 
who read this continue the toe the line between different identities and experiences, I hope you know that you’re 
not alone.
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